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PASS ISSUANCE DONE SECURELY

FEATURES
◊   Fingerprint & access card-based identification and verification
◊   Multiple workflow approvals
◊   Detailed Audit logs (the whos, whats, whys & whose approval 
◊   Employee access provisioning
◊   Paper-pass designer module with 2D/3D/QR support
◊   Web-cam integration
◊   High Integration scalability
◊   Integrated basic T&A and Access Control modules
◊   Direct printing from third-party applications
◊   Printer pooling functionalities
◊   Real-time print monitoring
◊   Predefined & Customized reports
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OVERVIEW
Secupass is a web-based pass issuance and physical identity management application pro-
viding a seamless and secure physical access provisioning; is feature rich and offers a 
broadened scope that overlaps with many adjacent security domains. It has a tight coupling 
with leading smartcard printing applications along with encoding features. Both card print-
ing and access provisioning are achievable on a single click. This also provides workflow and 
approval process for controlled identity issuance.

Secupass can be integrated with a wide variety of third-party applications such as SAP, 
Salesforce, SharePoint, Active directory and HRMS systems for inbound data thus eliminat-
ing data duplication. Secupass comes readily integrated with Suprema readers, CMITech 
IRIS readers and an optional module to communicate with P2000 Johnson access control 
systems.

The application is fine-tuned to perform the operations in an efficient way ensuring high 
quality security standards which are compatible with the OWASP standards.

WHY IS SECUPASS IMPORTANT 
TO YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Businesses leaders and IT departments are under increased regulatory and organizational 
pressure to protect and optimize access provisioning process of corporate resources. As a 
result, they can no longer rely on manual and error-prone processes to assign and track 
user access. Secupass automates these tasks and enables granular controls coupled with 
auditing actions and workflow approvals for the ID card issuance, biometric enrollment and 
other related processes.

Secupass, which has an ever-increasing list of features -- including biometrics and ID card 
enrollment, verification and identification, is well suited to the rigors of the new security 
landscape. 

On a fundamental level, Secupass encompasses the following components:

How individual’s access life cycle is identified in a system and how they are assigned to  
individuals whilst aligning it with KPIs of the card/access issuance departments.

Avoiding fraudulent activities in access provisioning by providing workflow, 
approvals and audit logs.

Assigning access to individuals or groups of individuals and protecting sensitive 
data within the system while securing the system itself.

SECUPASS CAN CATER TO THE 
REQUIREMENTS OF:

Aviation Hospital Banking and financial

Event managementOil and gas Government

Education

Corporates


